MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

In connection with the study currently being conducted by the Special Organization Committee, it is recommended that a Foreign Nationalities Branch be established in CIG.

Although the functions of this group were initially included in the overall mission of Special Operations, it was finally decided by the Committee that the objective of such an activity seemed to tend more towards research than operations.

Attached is a statement of the proposed functions of such a branch.

WILLIAM W. QUINN
Colonel, Inf.
Director

Attachment
STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONS
FOREIGN NATIONALITIES BRANCH

General:

1. Will procure significant foreign intelligence (political, economic, military, technological) through foreign language groups and foreign nationals in the U. S. Emphasis will be placed on intelligence indicated by foreign patents and foreign labor and trade connections, in addition to political information.

2. To this end will maintain current and complete survey of:
   a) Foreign nationals in the U. S. and parent organizations overseas.
   b) Foreign language groups (minorities) in the U. S. and their connections with organizations of activity in their country of origin.

3. Will digest, collate, analyze foreign intelligence collected from foreign nationals or foreign groups in the U. S. for the purpose of preparing special studies on foreign nationals.

4. To study and compile special reports on foreign minorities on a world-wide basis, e.g., the composition, strength, organization and political significance of Georgian minorities outside USSR, etc.

1. Will maintain review of the entire foreign language press in the U. S. to obtain information on:
   a) Intelligence from and significant attitudes towards activities and personalities of the home country concerned, e.g., Zionist press on Palestine and Middle East,
   b) Indications of policies and intentions of foreign
governments from propaganda and pressures effective
in domestic foreign language groups, e.g., pro Moslem press
on development of opposition to the government in
Yugoslavia or Republican Spanish press on strength
and weakness of Franco Government.
c) Identity, whereabouts and special significance of
foreign-speaking groups, their key individuals, meetings,
societies, etc.

2. Will maintain analytical data on foreign language individuals
and groups of special intelligence interest by means of
(1) above, intercepts, interviews, and investigations.

3. Will interview, obtain diplomatic documents and otherwise
collect useful intelligence from foreign language groups.

4. Will evaluate, collate, synthesize and discriminate
information collected as in 3.

5. Will make detailed study on special topics on the basis of
data or information obtained as above.

II Foreign Minorities Division:

1. Will ascertain and maintain records on intentions, activities,
and reports of foreign minorities groups in the U. S.

2. Will collect foreign intelligence through activities and
representatives of foreign minorities in the U. S.

3. Will collect from all sources, collate and analyze informa-
tion on foreign minorities, including dissident, resurgent
groups outside of their home countries.

4. In addition to maintain a current survey of significant
foreign minorities groups, will prepare studies on special
topics concerning foreign minorities.
III. Foreign Export Division:

1. Will maintain current data on significant foreign organizations engaged in trade with the U. S. This will include information on plans and connections of such organizations, their U. S. representatives, special trade interests, methods of finance, communications, transportation, etc.

2. Through such data and from foreign trade sources will collect useful intelligence concerning foreign economic plans, deficiencies, secret agreements, etc.

IV. Foreign Labor Division:

1. Will maintain current data on all connections of foreign language groups or others in the U. S. with foreign or international labor organizations.

2. Through such data and from sources in the U. S. will collect, correlate and analyze intelligence concerning foreign or international labor organizations.

3. Through labor sources, leads and indications will collect foreign intelligence.

V. Foreign Patents Division:

1. Will maintain current data on individuals and organizations in the U. S., especially foreign language groups connected with the development or application of foreign patents.

2. Through such data and from sources in the U. S. will collect information about foreign patents.